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Background

- magnetic Cataclysmic Variables (mCVs), compact, short-period binary systems 
  with a magnetic  white dwarf (WD) primary (B>1 MG) and a low-mass red dwarf 
  (RD) secondary

- WD accretes material from a secondary RD via  Roche-lobe overflow

- intermediate polars (B=1-10 MG), the Alfvén radius smaller than size of 
  the accretion  disc

- polars (B=10-250 MG),  the Alfvén radius larger than size of  the accretion disc  

intermediate polars (DQ Her, B=1-10 MG)  polars (AM Her, B>10 MG)
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- magnetic Cataclysmic Variables (mCVs), compact, short-period binary systems 
  with a magnetic  white dwarf (WD) primary (B>1 MG) and a low-mass red dwarf 
  (RD) secondary

- WD accretes material from a secondary RD via  Roche-lobe overflow

- intermediate polars (B=1-10 MG), the Alfvén radius smaller than size of 
  the accretion  disc

- polars (B=10-250 MG),  the Alfvén radius larger than size of  the accretion  disc

- WD magnetic field synchronises rotation of both components with the orbital
  motion

- sources of variable X-ray emission 

- up to date ~80 mCVs discovered 

- frequently studied systems with a variety of physical phenomena (plasma
  in strong ~10-250 MG magnetic field)

Background
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Background

AM Her optical light curve  2006-2016

- polars show alternating bright and faint optical/X-ray states (high and low states)

- high and low states are likely related to the magnetic activity of the secondary RD,
  star-spot activity (a magnetic spot on the RD surface traversing the inner Lagrange
  point, Livio & Pringle 94) or magnetic cycles of mass-donor RD (changes in the size 
  of the chromospere, Wu & Kiss 08)



  

 AM Herculis
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-  orbital period  P=3.09 hr (Hutchings+ 02) 

-  WD magnetic field B≈12 MG   (Bonnet-Bidaud+ 00)

-  system inclination i≈50º (Campbell+ 08) 

-  M
WD

≈0.78M
⊙
 , T

Eff
=20000 K

    
(Gänicke+ 06) 

-  RD secondary M4-5V, M
RD

≈0.25 M
⊙ 

(Gänicke+ 95)

-  distance estimation  d=78-91 pc  (Thorstensen 03, Gänicke+ 95)

-  mass transfer rate  ~10-10M
⊙
/yr in high states  and ~10-18M

⊙
/yr or    

   stopped   in low  states (de Martino+ 98,02)
   
-  mass transfer rate is very variable in high state  and could be ceased  
   in time scales of ~10 min  (Beuermann+ 08)

- optical flares during low states (Kafka+ 06) 
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 AM Herculis

Dulk+ 83
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- persistent radio sources  with flat radio spectrum
  at 5-8 GHz(Chanmugan+ 82, Mason & Gray 07)

- two components of radio emission, the quiescent
  emission F=0.3-0.7 mJy and circularly polarised
  flaring events F~2-10 mJy (Dulk+ 83)  

- gyrosynchrotron emission at harmonics  s=30-50
  from ~500 keV electrons trapped in the WD
  magnetosphere is postulated as a source of the
  quiescent radiation (Dulk+ 83)

- the emission region is located in the distance
  ~larger than the binary separation

- electron-cyclotron maser which operates near
  the RD surface is responsible for radio outbursts
  (Dulk+ 83) 

- which process is responsible for electrons 
  acceleration?  (the unipolar inductor model, 
  Chanmugan+ 82) 
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 AM Her astrometric survey with  e-EVN at 6cm   

- accurate estimation of the distance (comparable to expected GAIA results)

- track AM Her radio variability

- study properties of AM Her radio emission

- test  'K-band method' as a distance estimator of mCVs 
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e-EVN epochs vs. optical activity  

Observational log
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 AM Her astrometric survey with  e-EVN at 6cm   
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- six epochs between Dec 2012 – Dec 2013, observations in phase-referencing mode

- AM Her radio image detected on each epoch, unresolved point-like source

- no detected flares, quiescent emission in the range  0.17-0.37 mJy

- brightness temperature ~108 K excludes thermal emission (emission region 
  comparable to binary size)

EG069B



  

 e-EVN  astrometric observations of AM Her  

 New astrometric model of AM Her (with the use of MCMC)

red - EVN     green - VLA     violet - 2MASS

One- and two-dimensional   projection 
of the posterior probability for all free
parameters of the astrometric model 
(256000 iterations, the Nelder-Mead 
algorithm)

π=11.30±0.16 mas     d=88.5±1.3 pc
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Good agreement with 'K-band method' 
(~91 pc, Gänicke+ 06)



  

 AM Her radio variability  
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Optical activity vs. cm radio flux

- additional emission component resolved on EVN scales  
  (historical nova events?)

- correlation between accretion rate and radio flux (?)
  
- +~10 more unpublished VLA observations at 5 & 8 GHz 
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 AM Her radio variability  
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Phase-resolved e-EVN observations  

Phase-resolved X-ray observations
(de Martino+ 02) 

- active magnetic pole/accretion shock 
  as a source of cm radio emission (?)

- small size, ~5% of the WD surface

- optically thick region for cm radiation 
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 AM Her radio variability  

Phase-resolved e-EVN observations  

- V471 Tau is pre-CV eclipsing binary 
  with orbital period p=12.51 hr, K1V secondary

- emission process similar to RS CVn stars
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V471 Tau radio variability at cm bands
(Lim+  96, Nicholls  & Storey 98)
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 AM Her radio variability  

- gyrosynchrontron emission from ~400keV electrons
  near RDs surface in wedge-like magnetic  structures
  connected with acceleration region

- acceleration of electrons is most likely caused
  by interaction of WD magnetic field with  K1V 
  secondary magnetic field ~5kG 

- acceleration is located in region where magnetic 
  fields of both component are comparable
  
- acceleration is caused by different rotations
  of WD and secondary star
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V471 Tau radio variability at cm bands
(Lim+  96, Nicholls  & Storey 98)



  

 Phase-resolved VLA observations of 
 AR UMa (second known persitient
    radio polar,  Mason & Gray 07) 
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 AM Her radio variability  

Phase-resolved e-EVN observations  

- quiescent emission was detected  in 2 from 12 polars observed by VLA
 
- radio flares observed in 5 from 12 polars (manifestation of RD activity)
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 AM Her & AR UMa – persistent radio polars 
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 Phase-resolved VLA observations of 
 AR UMa (second known persitient
    radio polar,  Mason & Gray 07) 

                                  AR UMa
  
- orbital period  P=1.93 hr (Remillard+ 94) 

- distance ~88 pc (Remillard+ 94) 

- WD magnetic  field 230 MG (Schmidt+ 96)

- different accretion mode, penetration of dense
  blobs of gas deep into WD photosphere, where
  kinetic energy is relased (Szkody+ 99)

- quiescent emission most likely due to
  gyrosynchrotron emission from mildly 
  relativistic electrons or RS CVn-like emission 
  if minimum at phase φ~0 is real (Mason &
  Gray 07)

- radio luminosity at cm bands similar to AM Her

      



  

 Summary  

- new distance estimation  for AM Her 
  (d=88.5±1.3 pc)

- good agreement with 'K-band' method

- phase-resolved radio light curve 
  indicates that emission region is 
  smaller than the size of the binary

- probable correlation between 
  the accretion rate and the radio 
  luminosity

- quiescent emission origin is similar 
  to RS CVn stars, indicates strong ~5kG 
  magnetic field of secondary components
 

 Open questions  

- how looks phase-resolved AM Her radio 
  light curve during high states of optical
  activity? 
  
- how looks phase-resolved AR UMa 
  radio light curve during high/low states 
  of optical activity? 

- why AM Her and AR UMa are different 
  from other polars? (quiescent emission
  detected in only 2 from 12 observed 
  polars at cm bands)?

- which process accelerates electrons 
  to ~500keV? (magnetic reconnection
  near L1 point?)
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Thanks for your attention!
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